College Senate Minutes May 16, 2013 by Bronx Community College Senate
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
of  the City University of  New York 
College Senate 
Minutes of May 16, 2013 
 
Present:  N. Afranie, S. Atamturktur, E. Bayas, C. Berotte Joseph, A. Brewer, L. Broughton, G. 
Burghart, A. Canelo, H. Clampman, M. Coleman, S. Davis, W. DeJong-Lambert, M. Fein, J. 
Freeman, D. Genova, D. Gonsher, R. Gouraige, G. Guarnieri, D. Hadaller, L. Hurley, M. Kirk, 
P. Kolozi, A. Lal, A. Levy, C. Maliti, D-E. Matsoukas, A. McInerney, T. McManus, I. Mirsky, J. 
Molina, H. Papas-Kavalis, T. Pollard, R. Quinn, L. Rosario, H. Skinner, K. Taylor, K. Thomas, 
T. Warren,  J. Wilson, E. Winston, R. Zuhair 
Absent:  B. Alleyne, M. Diallo, A. Durante, M. Gannon (alternate), Julius Gonzalez, T. Ingram, 
C. Mbewe (alternate), K. Pinkrah, M. Refling, E. Smith (alternate), B. Yarmolinsky 
Excused:  R. Bass, T. Brennan, M. Pita, R. Shane 
Present Alternates:  R. Ben-Nun 
Guests:  G. Acosta, F. Batchelor, M. Bates, J. Berman, S. Brady, L. Brenner (parliamentarian), 
R. Dempsey, B. Gantt, I. Ghafoor, K. Ismail, D. Kim, M. Miller, L. Montenegro, F. Moore, C. 
Oliver, A. Ortiz, D. Ortiz, B. Paulino, S. Persinger, N. Phillip, L. Rice, B. Rima, A. Robert, C. 
Rodriguez, S. Skaggs, D. Taylor, S. Utakis, C. Vasquez, K. R. Williams 
1. Call to Order: 12:30 P.M., A. McInerney  
2. Greetings and Introductions:  
a. A. McInerney announced that a number of new senators will be joining us in the 
fall.  He thanked all returning and not returning senators, in particular he 
thanked L. Broughton, who has been secretary these past 3 years.  He noted that 
new senators will be seated in the fall and elections for officers will take place in 
the first Senate meeting in the fall. 
3. Approval of the Agenda of May 16, 2013: Approved by unanimous voice vote. 
4. Approval of the Minutes of April 18, 2013: Approved by unanimous voice vote. 
 
5. Action Item:  
a. Curriculum Committee Report:   
i. H. Clampman presented the annual report (see attachment).  He noted that 
the curriculum committee met at least twice as much as normal.  In addition, 
he requested that the date of the report be changed to May 16, 2013. 
ii. H. Clampman presented the actions previously reported to the Senate (item 
1.(a)).  The motion to accept these items passed unanimously by voice vote. 
1. The following were approved:  
a. CRJ XX – Introduction to Corrections  
b. CHM XXX – Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory 
c. CHM YYY – Chemistry & Environment Laboratory 
iii. H. Clampman made a motion to waive the two-meeting rule on items that 
received unanimous vote at curriculum.  The motion to waive the two-
meeting rule passed 39-1-0, with one spoiled ballot.  The chair voted 
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affirmatively. The motion to accept these items passed unanimously by voice 
vote. 
1. The following Existing Degree Program Changes to Accommodate 
Pathways Common Core were approved:  
a. 2(a)1. Criminal Justice AA Degree 
b. 2(a)3. Nursing AAS Degree 
c. 2(a)4. Radiologic Technology AAS Degree 
d. 2(a)5. Medical Laboratory Technology AAS Degree 
e. 2(a)6. Ornamental Horticulture AAS Degree 
f. 2(a)7. Paralegal AAS Degree 
g. 2(a)8. Automotive Technology AAS Degree 
h. 2(a)9. Electronic Engineering Technology AAS Degree 
i. 2(a)10. Energy Services and Technology AAS Degree 
j. 2(a)11. Nuclear Medicine Technology AAS Degree 
k. 2(a)12. Telecommunications Technology AAS Degree 
l. 2(a)13. Liberal Arts & Sciences – No Option AA Degree 
m. 2(a)17. Digital Arts AAS Degree (including Graphic Design 
Option and Web Design Option) 
n. 2(a)18. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Speech 
Pathology Option 
o. 2(a)19. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – History Option 
p. 2(a)20. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Spanish Option 
q. 2(a)21. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Psychology 
Option 
r. 2(a)22. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Sociology 
Option 
s. 2(a)23. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Political Science 
Option 
t. 2(a)24. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Human Services 
Option 
u. 2(a)25. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – International 
Studies Option 
v. 2(a)26. Human Services AAS Degree 
iv. The motion was made to waive the two-meeting rule for the remaining four 
items: 
1. The following Existing Degree Program Changes to Accommodate 
Pathways Common Core are being addressed:  
a. 2(a)2. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Education Option 
b. 2(a)14. Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Media Studies 
Option 
c. 2(a)15. Environmental Technology AAS Degree 
d. 2(a)16. Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology AAS 
Degree 
2. The motion to separate items 2(a)2 and 2(a)14 from 2(a)15 and 2(a)16 
passed by voice vote with two nays (J. Freeman, P. Kolozi). 
3. The motion to waive the two-meeting rule on items 2(a)2 and 2(a)14 
passed by unanimous voice vote. 
4. The motion to waive the two meeting rule on items 2(a)15 and 2(a)16 
failed 32-9-0, so these items will come back to Senate at the 
September meeting (for the first time). 
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5. The motion to approved items 2(a)2 and 2(a)14 passed with 1 nay (J. 
Molina) and 1 abstention (S. Davis). 
 
b. Governance and Elections: Amendments to the Governance Plan (see 
attachment):  
i. F. Moore presented the two items previously reported to the Senate.  
Both are proposed amendments to the Governance Plan, which address 
1) voting parity for CLTs in departmental elections and 2) membership 
on the Academic Review Committee.  
1. The motion to approve item I.A., the proposed amendment to 
Paragraph III.A. of the Governance Plan relating to CLT voting 
passed by voice vote with 1 nay (T. McManus).  This item must 
now go to referendum to both the faculty and the students in 
order to go into effect. 
2. The motion to approve item I.B., the proposed amendment to 
Paragraph IV.B.2.(c) of the Governance Plan relating to 
membership of the Academic Review Committee passed 
unanimously by voice vote. This item must now go to referendum 
to both the faculty and the students in order to go into effect. 
ii. F. Moore presented item II. Item previously reported to and passed by 
the Senate, amendment to the Governance Plan relating to membership 
on the Committee on Governance and Elections.  The Amendment 
received affirmative votes by both the Instructional Staff and the Student 
Body, but there was not sufficient turnout for the student election. 
1. The motion to waive the two-meeting rule failed 36-0-0. 
2. This item will come back in September (for the first time). 
iii. F. Moore presented item III. Item reported to the Senate for the first 
time, relating to HEO voting in departments.  If HEOs are appointed to 
the department, they have the right to vote in department.  This is an 
opinion of the committee, based on interpretation of the Governance 
Plan.  Since this is not past practice, the recommendation was made not 
to affect any prior elections.   
6. Committee Reports 
a. Academic Standing:  
b. Curriculum: see above 
c. Governance and Elections: see above 
d. Instruction and Professional Development:  
e. Space, Facilities, and Physical Plant:  
f. Student Activities:  
g. Student Government Association:  R. Zuhair expressed the student senators’ 
gratitude for being a part of the Senate.  She indicated they learned quite a lot 
from being engaged in governance on campus. 
h. University Faculty Senate:  
i. University Student Senate:  
j. Vice-Presidents and Deans:  
 
7. President’s Report: President Berotte-Joseph thanked the Curriculum Committee and all 
members of committees on their hard work on Pathways, especially H. Clampman and L. 
Montenegro. 
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8. Announcements and Reports 
a. Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Faculty Council Chairperson 
i. A. McInerney noted that he distributed the nominees for the various 
committees by email. He called for additional nominations (in blue text, 
below) for these committees: 
1. BCC, Inc. (a slate of 6 needs to be forwarded to the President): 
a. Jacqueline Polanco (Soc) 
b. Ahmed Reid (His) 
c. Quanlei Fang (Math) 
d. Peter Kolozi (Soc) 
e. Bertrand Grossman (Phys) 
f. Cecelia Carew (Nurs) 
g. Sheldon Skaggs (Chem) 
2. Auxiliary Enterprises (a slate of 4 needs to be forwarded to the 
President): 
a. Ahmed Reid (His) 
b. Raymond Canals (Bus) 
c. Sharon Mais-Jeter (Nurs) 
d. Hamad Khan (Phys) 
e. Larry Brenner (Com) 
f. Laura Broughton (Bio) 
g. Debra Gonsher (Com) 
h. Claudette Gordon (Nurs) 
3. Student-Election Review Committee (a slate of 4 needs to be 
forwarded to the President): 
a. Ahmed Reid (His) 
b. Marcia Jones (Nurs) 
c. Franklin Moore (Bus) 
d. Grisel Acosta (Eng) 
e. Susan Donovan (Math) 
4. Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee (a slate of at least 6 needs 
to be forwarded to the President): 
a. Helen Papas-Kavalis (Nurs) 
b. John Molina (Chem) 
c. Marcia Jones (Nurs) 
d. Christina Sassi-Lehner (Eng) 
e. Seher Atamturktur (Bio) 
f. Kenya Harris (Nurs) 
g. Charles Maliti (Bio) 
 
b. Vice-Presidents and Deans 
 
9. Auxiliary Enterprises:  
 
10. BCC, Inc.:  
 




12. Adjournment: 1:57 P.M.





Laura C. Broughton, Secretary 
 
Handouts: 
• BCC Curriculum Committee 
Spring 2013 
• BCC Senate Committee on Governance and Election Report items passed April 16, 
2013, and May 14, 2013
• BCC Space, Facilities and Physical Plant Sub Committee Report AY 2012
• FAQ Math 01 & 05 Accelerated Sequence
• BCC VP & Deans Report
• Report on Action by the Curriculum
 BCC Senate Minutes 
  The agenda was not finished due to time.  The Space, 
 
 




 Committee through 5/14/13 
5/16/2013 
 as a 
-
-13 
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
of the City University of New York 
Curriculum Committee 
 
To:  Members of the College Senate 
From:  Professor Howard A. Clampman,  
   Chairperson Curriculum Committee 
Date:  October 11, 2012 
Subject: Annual Report Committee Activities Fall 2012-Spring 2013 
 
 
The Curriculum Committee met 26 times during the fall 2012 – spring 2013 academic year.  
Historically, the Committee met on a bi-weekly basis.  Due to the unprecedented increase 
volume of Curricula items, Committee met on a weekly basis throughout the year.  The 
majority of the agenda items during this academic year revolved around the Pathways 
initiative and BCC’s Common Core. 
 
1. Pathways Common Core courses – the following courses were approved for 
inclusion in to BCC’s Pathways Common Core.  Included in this list are modified 
and unmodified existing courses as well as newly created courses.  Note this list 
includes items approved during the fall 2011 – spring 2012 academic year and 
presented for College Senate Approval during the fall 2012 – spring 2013 academic 
year. 
 
Common Core Area - Course number & name 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
Required Core – A – English Composition:  
ENG 10 – Fundamentals of Composition & Rhetoric 4/17/12 
ENG 11 – Composition & Rhetoric I 4/17/12 
ENG 12 – Composition & Rhetoric II 4/17/12 
ENG 14 – Written Composition & Prose Fiction 4/17/12 
ENG 15 – Written Composition & Drama 4/17/12 
ENG 16 – Written Composition & Poetry 4/17/12 
  
Required Core – B – Mathematics & Quantitative Reasoning:   
MTH 21 – Survey of Mathematics 1 4/17/12 
MTH 23 – Probability & Statistics 4/17/12 
MTH 30 – Pre-Calculus Mathematics 4/17/12 
MTH 31 – Analytical Geometry & Calculus I 4/17/12 
    
Required Core – C – Life & Physical Sciences:   
AST 11 – Stellar Astronomy 9/4/12 
CHM 20 – Nanoscience 9/4/12 
PHY 10 – Concepts of Physics 9/4/12 
BIO 11 – General Biology I 9/11/12 
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1. Pathways Common Core courses (continued) 
 
BIO 23 – Human Anatomy and Physiology I 9/11/12 
CHM 11 – General College Chemistry l 9/11/12 
CHM 17 – Fundamentals of General Chemistry I 9/11/12 
ENV 11 – Introduction to Environmental Health 9/11/12 
ESE 11 – Earth Systems Science: The Earth 9/11/12 
ESE 12 – Earth Systems Science: The Atmosphere 9/11/12 
ESE 13 – Earth Systems Science: The Ocean 9/11/12 
PHY 11 – College Physics I 9/11/12 
PHY 31 – Physics I 9/11/12 
BIO 21 – The Human Body – STEM 4/9/13 
BIO XXX – Food, Sex and Death 2/05/13 
CHM 10 – Chemistry in Everyday Life 2/19/13 
CHM 13 – Chemistry in Daily Living 2/19/13 
  
Flexible Core – A – World Cultures & Global Issues:   
SPN 21 - Spanish Language and Culture 10/9/12 
SPN 22 - Latin American Language and Culture 10/9/12 
POL 72 - International Politics 10/9/12 
GEO 10 – Introduction to Human Geography 9/4/12 
ANT 11 – Introduction to Anthropology 4/24/12 
COMM (CMS) 28 – African-American & Puerto Rican Rhetoric  5/1/12 
ECO 15 – History of Economic Thought 5/1/12 
ECO 71 – Economics of Developing Areas 9/4/12 
ENG 41 – History of the English Language 9/4/12 
ENG 48 – Afro-Caribbean Literature 9/4/12 
HIS 10 – History of the Modern World 9/4/12 
POL 31 – Comparative Government 4/24/12 
POL 71 – Politics of Developing Areas  9/4/12 
SOC 11 – Sociology 4/24/12 
HIS 11 – Introduction to the Modern World 12/18/12 
FRN AA – Elementary French I (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
FRN BB – Elementary French II (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
ITL XX – Elementary Italian I (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
ITL YY – Elementary Italian II (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
POR AA – Elementary Portuguese I (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
POR BB – Elementary Portuguese II (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
SPN AA – Elementary Spanish I (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
SPN BB – Elementary Spanish II  (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
SPN CC – Intermediate Spanish Language and Culture (removed from Senate review on 3/21/13) 1/29/13 
FILM 91 – World Cinema 2/14/13 
FRN 11 – Beginning French I 3/12/13 
FRN 12 – Beginning French II 3/12/13 
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1. Pathways Common Core courses (continued) 
 
 
ITL 11 – Elementary Italian I 3/12/13 
ITL 12 – Elementary Italian II 3/12/13 
POR 11 – Beginning Portuguese I 3/12/13 
POR 12 – Beginning Portuguese II 3/12/13 
SPN 11 – Beginning Spanish I 3/12/13 
SPN 12 – Beginning Spanish II 3/12/13 
  
Flexible Core – B – US Experience in its Diversity:   
HIS 20 – The American Nation: The Political & Social Development of a People 9/4/12 
HIS 23 – Social and Intellectual History of Modern America 9/4/12 
HIS 24 – The History of American Foreign Relations 9/4/12 
COMM (CMS) 20 – Public Speaking and Critical Listening 9/4/12 
CRJ 11 – Introduction to Criminal Justice 9/4/12 
ECO 12 – Macroeconomics 9/4/12 
ENG 47 – Latino Literature 9/4/12 
ENG 50 – American Literature and Thought I 9/4/12 
ENG 51 – American Literature and Thought II 9/4/12 
ENG 53 – The Black Writer in American Literature 9/4/12 
ENG 54 – Black Poetry 9/4/12 
HIS 51 – History of the City of New York 9/4/12 
HSC 10 – Human Services and Social Welfare Institutions 9/4/12 
MEST (CMS) 60 – Introduction to Mass Communication 9/4/12 
POL 11 – American National Government 9/4/12 
POL 41 – Civil Rights in America Since 1954 9/4/12 
  
Flexible Core – C – Creative Expression:   
ART 11 – Introduction to Art 9/4/12 
ART 12 – Introduction to Western and Non-Western Cultures 9/4/12 
FRN 22 – Readings in Modern French 9/4/12 
ITL 22 – Readings in Modern Italian 9/4/12 
ITL 23 – Dante’s Divine Comedy 9/4/12 
MUS 11 – Introduction to Music 9/4/12 
MUS 12 – Introduction to Music: A Multi-Cultural Survey of World Music 9/4/12 
SPN 22 – Latin-American Language and Culture 9/4/12 
SPN 25 – Generation of 1898 9/4/12 
SPN 31 – Literature and Culture of the Spanish Caribbean 9/4/12 
ART 55 – Modern Art 9/4/12 
ART 56 – Graphic and Digital Design History 9/4/12 
COMM (CMS) 26 – Oral Interpretation of Literature 9/4/12 
ENG 21 – Introduction to Creative Writing 9/4/12 
ENG 61 – Shakespeare 9/4/12 
FILM (CMS) 61 – History and Theory of Film 9/4/12 
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1. Pathways Common Core courses (continued) 
  
SPN 30 – Literature and Culture of Puerto Rico 9/4/12 
THEA (CMS) 70 – Introduction to Theatre 9/4/12 
THEA (CMS) 75 – Introduction to Acting  9/4/12 
Flexible Core – D – Individual & Society:   
ECO 31 – Economics of Labor 9/4/12 
HIS 28 – Women: The Historical Perspective 9/4/12 
POL 51 – Urban Politics 9/4/12 
COMM (CMS) 11 – Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication 9/4/12 
ECO 11 – Microeconomics 9/4/12 
ENG 56 – Children’s Literature 9/4/12 
ENG 57 – Introduction to Women’s Literature 9/4/12 
MEST (CMS) 96 – Television, Society, and the Individual 9/4/12 
PHL 11 – Introduction to Philosophy 9/4/12 
PSY 11 – Introduction to Psychology 9/4/12 
PSY 22 – Social Psychology 9/4/12 
PSY 31 – Abnormal Psychology 9/4/12 
PSY 40 – Life Span Development 9/4/12 
PSY 41 – Psychology of Infancy and Childhood 9/4/12 
PSY 42 – Psychology of Adolescence and Adulthood 9/4/12 
PSY 43 – Psychological Development During Maturity and Aging 9/4/12 
SOC 31 – Race and Ethnic Relations 9/4/12 
SOC 34 – Social Deviance 9/4/12 
SOC 35 – Introduction to Social Work 9/4/12 
SOC 37 – Social Inequality 9/4/12 
HIS 14 – The Individual and Society in Medieval History 2/19/13 
  
Flexible Core – E – Scientific World:   
BIO 12 – General Biology II 9/11/12 
BIO 24 – Human Anatomy and Physiology II 9/11/12 
CHM 12 – General College Chemistry II 9/11/12 
CHM 18 – Fundamentals of General Chemistry II 9/11/12 
PHY 12 – College Physics II 9/11/12 
PHY 32 – Physics II 9/11/12 
AST 12 – Planetary Astronomy 2/5/13 
CHM 20 – Introduction to Nanoscience 2/19/13 
CSI 30 – Discrete Mathematics 2/5/13 
INTE XXB – Aspect of Human Sexuality 2/14/13 
PHY ZZ – Physics Through Film 2/14/13 
BIO 27/PSY – Introduction to Behavioral Neuroscience 2/26/13 
BIO 50 – Biology, Bioethics and Law 2/26/13 
SCI 12 – Science Exploration – From the Stars to the Cells 2/26/13 
BIO 11 – General Biology I – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C 3/19/13 
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1. Pathways Common Core courses (continued) 
 
 
BIO 23 – Anatomy and Physiology l – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C  3/19/13 
CHM 11 – General College Chemistry l – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C  3/19/13 
CHM 17 – Fundamentals of General Chemistry I – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core  3/19/13 
Flexible Core – E – Scientific World:   
ESE 11 – Earth Systems Science: The Earth – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C  3/19/13 
ESE 12 – Earth Systems Science: The Atmosphere – STEM Course cross-listed in Required 3/19/13 
ESE 13 – Earth Systems Science: The Ocean – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C  3/19/13 
PHY 11 – College Physics I – STEM Course cross-listed in Required Core C 3/19/13 
 
2. Existing Degree Program Changes to Accommodate Pathways Common Core -  
In complying with the Pathways initiative all degree programs were reviewed.  
Transfer programs (AA & AS degrees) were modified to comply with the inclusion 
of a 30 credit General Education Common Core.  The remaining degree programs 
(AAS degrees) were reviewed to insure that they were structured in compliance 
with Pathways, but by their nature, were not required to include 30 credits of 
General Education-Liberal Arts courses.  
 
Program Title 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
Liberal Arts & Sciences – No option AA Degree 3/12/13 & 5/14/13 
Computer Science AS Degree 3/12/13 
Mathematics AS Degree 3/12/13 
Community/School Health Education AS Degree 3/19/13 
Dietetics and Nutrition AS Degree  3/19/13 
Therapeutic Recreation AS Degree 3/19/13 
Education Associate Arts and Sciences AAS Degree 4/9/13 
Business Administration AS Degree – including 4 options 4/16/13 
Accounting AAS Degree 4/16/13 
Computer Information Systems AAS Degree – including 2 options 4/16/13 
Marketing Management AAS Degree 4/16/13 
Medical Office Assistant AAS Degree 4/16/13 
Office Administration & Technology AAS Degree 4/16/13 
Engineering Science AS Degree  4/16/13 
Criminal Justice AA Degree 4/23/13 & 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Education Option 4/30/13 
Nursing AAS Degree 4/30/13 
Radiologic Technology AAS Degree 4/30/13 
Medical Laboratory Technology AAS Degree 4/30/13 
Ornamental Horticulture AAS Degree 4/30/13 
Paralegal AAS Degree 5/7/13 
Automotive Technology AAS Degree 5/7/13 
Electronic Engineering Technology AAS Degree 5/7/13 
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2. Existing Degree Program Changes to Accommodate Pathways 
Common Core (continued) 
 
Energy Services and Technology AAS Degree 5/7/13 
Nuclear Medicine Technology AAS Degree 5/7/13 
Telecommunications Technology AAS Degree 5/7/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Media Studies Option 5/14/13 
Environmental Technology AAS Degree 5/14/13 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Technology AAS Degree 5/14/13 
Digital Arts AAS Degree (including Graphic Design Option and Web Design Option) 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Speech Pathology Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – History Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Spanish Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Psychology Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Sociology Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Political Science Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – Human Services Option 5/14/13 
Liberal Arts & Sciences AA Degree – International Studies Option 5/14/13 
Human Services AAS Degree 5/14/13 
 
3. Existing Degree Program Change from AAS to AS Degree Program Incorporating 
the Pathways Common Core 
Program Title 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
From:  Media Technology AAS Degree 
To:       Media and Digital Film Production AS Degree 
3/19/13 
Change in Course Title & Appellation:  
a. From: CMT 10 – Introduction to Television Technology 
To: MEDP 10 – Introduction to Digital Media Production 
3/19/13 
b. From: CMT 12 – Small Studio Color Television 
To: MEDP 12 – Digital Studio Production 
3/19/13 
c. From: CMT 14 – Digital Video Effects and Presentation Graphics 
To: MEDP 14 – Digital Animation and VFX 
3/19/13 
d. From: CMT 23 – Field Television Production 
To: MEDP 23 – Digital Video Field Production 
3/19/13 
e. From: CMT 33 – Editing I 
To: MEDP 33 – Digital Video Editing I 
3/19/13 
f. From: CMT 31 – Sound Recording and Editing 
To: MEDP 31 – Digital Audio Production and Post Production 
3/19/13 
g. From: CMT 35 – Video Editing II 
To: MEDP 35 – Digital Video Editing II  
3/19/13 
h. From: CMT 51 – Media Internship 
To: MEDP 51 – Digital Media Internship 
3/19/13 
Addition of two new courses:  
a. MEDP XX – Visual Storytelling for Digital Media 3/19/13 
b. MEDP YY – Digital Media Projects 3/19/13 
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4. New Degree Programs 
 
 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
Biotechnology – Joint AS/BS Degree with City College 11/27/12 
 
5. Resolutions of the Curriculum Committee 
 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
Resolution of the Curriculum Committee of Bronx Community College November 13, 2012 
Because under the current deadline set by CUNY, it is impossible to approve effective Pathways 
programs for its BCC students, the Curriculum Committee will not work further on Pathways until 
the University postpones implementation until no earlier than September 2014. 11/13/12 
Amendment to Resolution of the Curriculum Committee of Bronx Community College November 
13, 2012, proposed November 27, 2012 
Because under the current deadline set by CUNY, it is impossible to approve effective Pathways 
programs for its BCC students, the Curriculum Committee will work at its own pace on Pathways 
items with an expectation of completing our work for implementation no earlier than September 
2014. 12/18/12 
 
6. Non-Pathways Issues 
 
I. Change in Course Appellation 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
From: CMS 09 To: COMM 09 2/26/13 
From: CMS 10 To: COMM 10 2/26/13 
From: CMS 12 To: COMM 12 2/26/13 
From: CMS 22 To: COMM 22 2/26/13 
From: CMS 41 To: COMM 41 2/26/13 
From: CMS 42 To: COMM 42 2/26/13 
  
II. Change in Course Prerequisite 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
REC 95 – Program Planning and Leadership in Recreation 3/19/13 
 
 
III. Addition of New Courses 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
AST AA – Laboratory Exercises in Stellar Astronomy 3/19/13 
CRJ XX – Introduction to Corrections 4/16/13 
CHM XXX – Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory 4/16/13 
CHM YYY – Chemistry & Environment Laboratory 4/16/13 
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6. Non-Pathways Issues (continued) 
 
IV. Addition of New Experimental Courses (Information purposes only) 
Date reported to 
the Curriculum 
Committee 
ARB AA (ARB 11) - Beginning Arabic I – 4 credits, 4 hours 10/9/12 
FYS 11 - First Year Seminar – 1 credit, 2 hours 10/9/12 
FYS XX - First Year Seminar (Regular Academic Level) – 1 credit, 2 lab 11/27/12 
FYS XXX - First Year Seminar (Developmental Academic Level)– 1 credit, 2 rec 11/27/12 
ACC AAA (111) – Principles of Accounting I 3/19/13 
ACC BBB (112) – Principles of Accounting II 3/19/13 
ACC CCC (113) – Principles of Intermediate Accounting 3/19/13 
BUS AAA (111) – Applications of Mathematics for Business 3/19/13 
ACS XX – Automotive Diesel Engine Performance 3/19/13 
ARB 12 – Introduction to Arabic II 4/16/13 
ENG 223X – Technical Writing 5/7/13 
  
 
V. Changes in Existing Courses 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
MTH 05 – Change in Course Title 
From: Basic Concepts of Mathematics I  
To:  Elementary Algebra 4/16/13 
MTH 06 – Change in Course Title 
From: Basic Concepts of Mathematics II  
To: Intermediate Algebra and Trigonometry 4/16/13 
PHY 31 – Physics I – Change in Course Hours  
From: 2 lec, 2 rec, 2 lab, 4 cr  
To:                2 lec, 1 rec, 3 lab, 4 cr 4/16/13 
PHY 32 – Physics II – Change in Course Hours 
From: 2 lec, 2 rec, 2 lab, 4 cr  
To:                2 lec, 1 rec, 3 lab, 4 cr 4/16/13 
PHY 33 – Physics III – Change in Course Hours  
From: 3 lec, 2 rec, 3 lab/alt weeks, 4 cr  
To:                2 lec, 1 rec, 3 lab, 4 cr 4/16/13 
EDU 24 – Change in Course Title  
From: Child Care Seminar I  
To:                 Pre-School Seminar I  4/16/13 
EDU 25 – Change in Course Title 
From: Child Care Seminar II  
To:                 Pre-School Seminar II  4/16/13 
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6. Non-Pathways Issues (continued) 
 
VI. Changes to Non-Pathways Certificate Programs 
Date approved by 
Curriculum 
Committee 
1. Assistant of Children with Special Needs Certificate Program (unanimous show of hands; 
3 meeting rule waived) 4/16/13 
2. Bilingual Early Childhood Assistant Certificate Program (unanimous show of hands; 3 
meeting rule waived) 4/16/13 




The Curriculum Committee, in conducting it business during the 2012-2013 academic 
year, has systematically reviewed the vast majority of the General Education courses 
and virtually all of the degree programs (AA, AS & AAS) offered at BCC.  As delineated 
above, many non-General Education and non-Pathways courses were reviewed, 
modified and/or created.   
 
Looking forward: 
The Committee plans on meeting on a weekly basis again during the 2013-2014 
academic year.  The implementation of Pathways, scheduled for fall 2013, is expected 
to generate an abundance of curricula items.  In particular, there is a general 
impression that many of the degree programs which were modified during the 2012-
2013 academic year, may require further revision as the impact of Pathways unfolds.  
Additional courses, which will be added to BCC’s Common Core, are expected to be 




Space, Facilities and Physical Plant 
Sub Committee Report AY 2012-13 
 
Committee on Space, Facilities and Physical Plant 
Committee Members: James Freeman (Chair), Robin Auchincloss; Virginia 
Mishkin; David Taylor, Ataollah Togha. 
 
The committee met twice during the academic year; on September 5, 2012 and 
again on March 6, 2013. 
 
Minutes from both meetings are attached.  
 
Chairperson Freeman submitted a report to the College Senate on March 20, 2013. 
         Committee on Space, Facilities & Physical Plant 
 Meeting Minutes 
September 5, 2012 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Present: James Freeman, Chair 
                          Robin Auchincloss 
            Virginia Mishkin 
             David Taylor  
                         Ataollah Togha 
   
   
I. Call to Order/Welcome Introduction of new committee members.   
II. Mission Statements The existing mission statement was reviewed by the committee.   A discussion of the mission statement 
occurred.            
III. Master Plan The 2007 Master Plan was distributed to committee members. Master Plan revisions occur approximately 
every 10 years. 
 
IV. Governance Plan Functions of the Governance Plan reviewed & commented upon. . 
V. Other Business State of Good Repair Report – CUNY wide plan addresses aspects of all campuses. 
Updates on campus projects will inform faculty and staff of ongoing projects. An additional 36-40  
projects on campus 
Resource 25, a scheduling utilization planning program, will be implemented in the near future.  Resource 
25 schedules classes and assigns rooms based on the number of students and needs of the instructor.  
Smartboard issues – Contact Steve Powers, IT 
Formal request for projects are submitted though Mary Coleman’s office. 
Changes to historic buildings on campus; Marcel Breuer, & Stanford- White, & Stern designed buildings, 
should be carefully considered due to the historical nature of the buildings. 
Satisfaction survey – will be on future agenda. 
Traffic flow & student safety issues were discussed.  A major concern relating to safety is with students 
walking in the middle of the street when cars are attempting to exit or enter the campus.  It was suggesting 
that a yellow line be painted to direct the students where it is safe to walk.    
Committee will meet 2-3 times for semester. 







         Committee on Space, Facilities & Physical Plant 
 Meeting Minutes 
March 6, 2013 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Present: James Freeman, Chair 
                          Robin Auchincloss 
            Virginia Mishkin 
             David Taylor  
                         Ataollah Togha 
   
   
I. Call to Order/Welcome Dr. Freeman welcomed the committee members. 
II. Review of Minutes Minutes of the last meeting were reviewed and accepted as written. 
III. Campus Construction Dean Taylor provided and update on current and future construction plans for BCC.  He assured the 
committee members that all road closures and construction advisories will continue to be announced on 
the BCC broadcast.  A detailed discussion ensued regarding the construction delay in front of Brown 
Student Center.  Much of the delay was due to inclement weather conditions.  
IV. Health and Safety Report Dr. Freeman presented a report researched and written by the Professional Staff Congress that elucidated 
the health and safety issues on campus.  One of the topics addressed was the new water systems provided 
for the staff and students.  It appears that no one has been charged with the responsibility of cleaning the 
systems.  Water also drains on the floor created a fall hazardous.  Dean Taylor says his office reviewed 
and discussed the issues presented by the PSC.  He said many of the problems are corrected or will be 
corrected as soon as possible. 
 
 
V. Other Business Resource 25, a scheduling utilization planning program, will be implemented in the near future.  Resource 
25 schedules classes and assigns rooms based on the number of students and needs of the instructor.  
Satisfaction survey – will be on future agenda. 
Traffic flow & student safety issues were discussed.  A major concern relating to safety is with students 
walking in the middle of the street when cars are attempting to exit or enter the campus.  Committee will 
meet 2-3 times for semester. 
Prof. Mishkin her concerns for the evacuation plan for the students with disabilities on our campus.  She 
will meet with the Director of Public Safety to discuss an action plan. 







March 20, 2013 
         
Space, Facilities and Physical Plant 
Report 
The committee met on March 6, 2013 at 330pm.  
In attendance were: James Freeman, Chair; Robin Auchincloss; Virginia Mishkin; David Taylor; Ataollah 
Togha. 
Director of Campus and Facilities Planning, Ms. Auchincloss, gave a report on Campus Construction 
Activities, including Meister and Roscoe Brown Student Center construction.  
The Chair distributed copies of the PSC “Health and Safety Report at Bronx Community College, 
November 13, 2012”. The chair acknowledged the hard work done by Leslie deGiere, ESL Instructor and 
PSC Executive Committee member. The faculty members of the committee agreed this was an 
extraordinary labor intensive and comprehensive report. Committee members were encouraged to 
review and reference this document.  
Pedestrian Safety was discussed. Overall there is concern with pedestrian/vehicular movement on the 
quad. Ms. Auchincloss indicated that signs have been ordered and will be placed at key locations to 
encourage students to walk on the sidewalks instead of the roadway. The Chair of the committee 
suggested pedestrian safety signs be painted on the roadway. 
Water filtration systems were discussed. Dean Taylor indicated there was currently no requirement that 
the Custodial staff clean the filtration machines.  A request was made to ask PPS Custodial staff to 
include cleaning and emptying of the water reservoir. In addition, a request was made to provide the 
committee with information on servicing of the filtration machines, including filter maintenance and 
general servicing. The committee discussed the recently affixed service stickers placed on the filtration 
machines. The committee also asked for information regarding water testing, arguing that there is 
concern with the quality of drinking fountain and bathroom water. A question was asked about the 
necessity of posting signs next to (still) active water fountains and bathrooms. The committee will follow 
up with the Office of Administration and Finance and PPS to continue our dialogue about the condition 
and maintenance of the filtration systems and water quality.  
Professor Mishkin raised the issue of Public Safety protocol when student health emergencies arise. She 
will follow up with Director of Public Safety Verdicchio.  
The meeting concluded at 515pm.  
Submitted, 
James Freeman 
Chairperson, Space and Facilities Sub Committee 

Report to the Senate 
Committee on Vice Presidents and Deans 
Andrew McInerney, Chair 
Annual Report for 2012 – 2013 
May 16, 2013 
 
Members: T. Brennan, G. Burghart, H. Clampman, A. McInerney, E. Bayas, T. Warren, 
W. Washington. 
 
The committee met twice in the academic year, on November 8, 2012 and December 6, 
2012.  
 
At the Nov. 8 meeting, the committee elected a slate of names to forward to the president 
to serve on the search committee for the VP of Academic Affairs. 
 
Pending business is to discuss the implementation of prior recommendations on 
evaluating vice presidents and deans. 
1 
 
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
of the City University of New York 
Curriculum Committee 
 
To:  Members of the College Senate 
From:  Professor Howard A. Clampman,  
   Chairperson Curriculum Committee 
Date:  May 16, 2013 
Subject: Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 05/14/13 
 
1. Actions previously reported to the Senate 








2.  Actions reported to the Senate for the first time 




































15. Environmental Technology AAS Degree (13‐4‐4)  05‐14‐13 






























Department(s) Social Sciences 
Career [ x ] Undergraduate  [   ] Graduate   
Academic Level [ x ] Regular  [   ] Compensatory  [   ] Developmental  [   ] Remedial    
Subject Area  Criminal Justice 
Course Number 23 
Course Title Introduction to Corrections 
Catalogue Description The aim of this course is to familiarize students with the American corrections system. The course will 
introduce students to current institutional practices, policies, theories, and legal issues. This course 
focuses on the field of corrections including a review of the historical development of crime and 
corrections, sentencing, jails, prisons, correctional policies, agencies, prison life, and challenges facing 
correctional populations. It will further explore the principles and practices of treatment accorded to 
offenders in various types of correctional settings. 
    
Pre-Requisites Introduction to Criminal Justice (CRJ 11) 
Credits 3 
Contact Hours 3 
Liberal Arts [ x ] Yes  [   ] No   







____ Required                                                ___ Flexible 
____ English Composition                       ___ World Cultures                                       
____ Mathematics                                    ___ US Experience in its Diversity                
____ Science                                              ___ Creative Expression 
                                                                    ___ Individual and Society 
                                                                    ___ Scientific World 
                                  
Rationale:  This course is being created for the BCC Criminal Justice AA Degree to align with the joint program with John Jay College, Criminal 
Justice BA/BS. 




Department(s) Chemistry & Chemical Technology
Career [   ] Undergraduate  [x ] Graduate  
Academic Level [ x ] Regular  [   ] Compensatory  [   ] Developmental  [   ] Remedial   
Subject Area Chemistry 
Course Number XXX 
Course Title Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory
Catalogue Description CHM XX, Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory, is a 1-credit, 3 hour laboratory course designed to teach non-science majors the 
fundamentals of working with laboratory equipment, data gathering, analysis, and reporting. Laboratory exercises are included to illustrate 
the principles of general chemistry and to provide practical examples of chemistry in our everyday lives, as in foods, cosmetics and 
personal care and household products. The laboratory exercises incorporate the use of modern chemical instrumentation available in the 
Department of Chemistry & Chemical Technology at Bronx Community College. 
Pre/ Co Requisites CHM10 
Credits 1 
Contact Hours 3 
Liberal Arts [x] Yes  [   ] No  
Course Attribute (e.g. 





____ Required                                              ___ Flexible                                       
____ English Composition              _ ___ World Cultures                      
____ Mathematics                            ____ US Experience in its Diversity 
____ Science                                      ____ Creative Expression 
                                                           _____Individual and Society 
                                                          _____Scientific World                     
Rationale:  The laboratory component was traditionally embedded in a 4 credit laboratory science course.  The advent of the Pathways Initiative 
necessitates the need to break up the traditional course into separate lecture/recitation and laboratory components. The laboratory course could be used as 
part of the degree requirements for the A.S. Business Administration Curriculum to provide them with a laboratory experience which is applicable to their 
daily lives. 
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Department(s) Chemistry & Chemical Technology
Career [   ] Undergraduate  [x ] Graduate  
Academic Level [ x ] Regular  [   ] Compensatory  [   ] Developmental  [   ] Remedial   
Subject Area Chemistry 
Course Number YYY 
Course Title Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory
Catalogue Description CHM YYY, Contemporary Chemistry Laboratory, is a 1-credit, 3hour laboratory course designed to teach non-science majors the 
fundamentals of working with laboratory equipment, data gathering, analysis, and reporting. Laboratory exercises are included to illustrate 
the principles of general chemistry and to provide practical examples of chemistry in our everyday lives, as in foods, cosmetics and 
personal care and household products. The laboratory exercises incorporate the use of modern chemical instrumentation available in the 
Department of Chemistry & Chemical Technology. 
Pre/ Co-Requisites CHM13 
Credits 1 
Contact Hours 3 
Liberal Arts [x] Yes  [   ] No  
Course Attribute (e.g. 





____ Required                                              ___ Flexible                                       
____ English Composition              _ ___ World Cultures                      
____ Mathematics                            ____ US Experience in its Diversity 
____ Science                                      ____ Creative Expression 
                                                           _____Individual and Society 
                                                          _____Scientific World                     
Rationale:  The laboratory component was traditionally embedded in a 4 credit laboratory science course.  The advent of the Pathways Initiative 
necessitates the need to break up the traditional course into separate lecture/recitation and laboratory components. The laboratory course could be used as 
part of the degree requirements for the A.S. Business Administration Curriculum to provide them with a laboratory experience which is applicable to their 
daily lives. 











ENG 10 or        Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR  A.  English Composition            6 






MTH 21 or       Survey of Mathematics I   OR    B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3 




SCI             Two Lab Science from AST, BIO, CHM, ENV, ESE, OR PHY  8  C.  Life and Physical Sciences                   3‐4 
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Liberal Arts and Sciences  (A.A. Degree) 
Education Option (Birth to 6th Grade) 
 
REMEDIAL SEQUENCE (if required) 
  ESL 01 (8)   ESL 02 (6)   ESL 03 (6)   ENG 09 (4) 
 
 ENG 01 (4)  ENG 02 (4)   
 
 RDL 01 (5)  RDL 02 (5)   
 
 MTH 01 (4)  MTH 05 (6)  MTH 06 (6)  
 
 CHM 02 (4)    
 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
 CAT-R  CAT-W  CAT-M  2.0 > GPA  
 




REQUIRED COMMON CORE (course list available online) 
  A English Composition ENG 10 OR ENG 11, ENG 12, ENG 14, ENG 15, ENG 16 6 
  B Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning MTH 21, MTH 23, MTH 30, MTH 31 3 
  C  Life and Physical Sciences AST, BIO, CHM, ENV, ESE, OR PHY 3 
Subtotal: 12 
 
FLEXIBLE COMMON CORE1 (course list available online) 
  A World Cultures and Global Issues  3 
  B  US Experience in its Diversity   3 
  C  Creative Expression  3 
  D  Individual and Society   3 
  E Scientific World  3 
 A-E Select one course from Flexible Core A, B, C, D, or E. 3 
Subtotal: 18 
 
REQUIRED AREAS OF STUDY I 
   ART 11 or 12 OR 
        MUS 11 or 12 
Intro. to Art History OR Intro. To Art History: Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Middle East 
Intro. to Music OR Intro. To Music: A Multicultural Survey of World Music 0-3 
   COMM 11 or  
        COMM 202 
Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication OR 
Public Speaking and Critical Listening 0-3 
   HIS 10 or  HIS 11 History of the Modern World OR Introduction to the Modern World 0-3 
   PSY 11 Introduction to Psychology 0-3 
   MDL Choose from FRN,ITL,POR,or SPN.        0-3 
 Subtotal: 0-15 
SPECIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS FOR EDUCATION OPTION     
  PEA or HLT 91 Physical Education OR Critical Issues in Health 1-2 
  LAB SCI3 Lab Sciences 0-1 
  EDU 10 Child Study – Birth to Grade 6 3 
  EDU 12 Contemporary Urban Education 3 
  EDU 264 or EDU 30 Human Relations in Urban Schools OR Introduction to Special Needs 3 
  EDU 40 Field Work Seminar – Birth to Grade 6 3 
Subtotal:   14-15 
FREE ELECTIVES5  1-15 
 TOTAL: 60 
1No more than two courses in any discipline or interdisciplinary field. 
2It is recommended that students planning to transfer to City College take COMM 20. 
3This requirement is satisfied if students take Stem Variant courses in Required Core C or  
  Flexible Core E. 
4It is recommended that students planning to transfer to Lehman College’s Early  
 Childhood/Childhood Education Program take EDU 26.   
5It is recommended that students take a second course in the same language if they have free elective 
credits. It is also recommended that students who fulfill the Flexible Common Core with courses from the 
Required Area of Study select courses from the Liberal Arts and Sciences disciplines.  
   
  
 
Note:    Bronx Community College and Lehman College have established an articulation  
agreement for those students entering Lehman College’s Early Childhood/Childhood Education 
Program. 
Students planning to transfer to Lehman College must achieve a 3.0 index in their 
Education coursework at BCC and a grade point average of 2.75 or better for admission into 
Lehman College’s Early Childhood/Childhood Program. 
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ENG	10	 Fundamentals	of	Composition	and	Rhetoric	OR	 A.	 English	Composition		 	 	 	 	 	 6	
ENG	11	 Composition	and	Rhetoric	I	 	 	 													3 	
ENG	12	 	 Composition	and	Rhetoric	II	 													3 B.	 Mathematical	and	Quantitative	Reasoning		 	 	 3	
HIS	10		 History	of	the	Modern	World	OR	 	
HIS	11	Introduction	to	the	Modern	World	 	 	 													3 C.	 Life	and	Physical	Sciences	 	 	 	 	 	 3		
MTH	21	 	 Survey	of	Mathematics		 OR	 	 Subtotal	 12	
MTH	23	 	 Probability	and	Statistics	 	 													3 	





Modern	Language	 Choose	from	FRN,	ITL,	SPN.	OR	GER												8 A. World	Cultures	and	Global	Issues	 	 	 	 	 3	
ENG				 	 Choose	from	ENG	14,	ENG	15,	OR	ENG	16	 													3 B. U.S.	Experience	in	Diversity		 	 	 	 	 3	
HIS	20		 	 	 	 	 	 	 													3 C.	 Creative	Expression	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
ART	11	 	 Introduction	to	Art	 	 	 													3 D.	 Individual	and	Society	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
MUS	11	 	 Introduction	to	Music	 	 													3 E.	 Scientific	World	 	 	 	 	 	 	 3	
PSY	11	 Psychology	 	 	 	 	 													3 Restricted	Elective	 Select	one	course	from	Area	A‐E	 	 	 3	
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	 Public	Speaking	and	Critical	Listening2	 	 						0‐3	
HIS	10				OR				HIS	11	 Hist. of	the	Mod. World	OR Intro	to	the	Mod	World		 			0‐3	
Subtotal	 12 PSY	11	 Introduction	to	Psychology	 	 	 						0‐3	
	 MDL	 Choose	from	FRN,ITL,POR,	or	SPN					 																							0‐3					
   Subtotal	 0‐15	
	 SPECIALIZATION	REQUIREMENTS	FOR	EDUCATION	OPTION	
	 EDU	10	 Child	Study‐	Birth	to	Grade	6	 	 	 															3	
	 EDU	12	 Contemporary	Urban	Education	–	Birth	to	Grade	6													3	
	 EDU	40	 Field	Work	Seminar	 	 	 	 	 															3	
 EDU	263	 Human	Relations	in	Urban	Schools		 OR	 	
EDU	30	 Introduction	to	Special	Needs†	 	 	 															3	
	 Lab	Sciences4		 	 	 	 	 	 	 										0‐	1	
	 PEA		 	 Select	any	course		 	 	 	 OR	 															1	
	 HLT	91	 Critical	Issues	in	Health	 	 	 	 															2	
Subtotal	 14‐15	
	 ELECTIVES5	 	 	 				 	 	 	 	 								1‐15	
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ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
PSY 11    Introduction to Psychology        3 
PHM 10  Pharmacology Computations        2 
BIO 23    Human Anatomy and Physiology I      4 
                Total     15 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 
    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
CHM 17  Fundamentals of General Chemistry I      4 
SOC 11    Introduction to Sociology        3 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 
BIO 23    Human Anatomy and Physiology I      4 
Flexible Core 
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 




BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area E. 




    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
PEA    Physical Education (one activity course)      1 
PHM 10  Pharmacology Computations        2 
PSY 11    Introduction to Psychology        3 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  7 
 




BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
BIO 28    Microbiology and Infection Control      4 
NUR 41   Nursing Process and Therapeutic Communication  2 
NUR 42   Fundamental Skills in Nursing        4 
NUR 43   Mental Health Nursing          4 
NUR 44   Nursing of the Adult I          4 
NUR 45   Maternal, Newborn and Women’s Health    4 
NUR 46   Nursing of the Adult II          4 
NUR 47   Pediatric Nursing          4 
NUR 48   Nursing of the Adult III          4 
              Subtotal  38 
Electives 








BIO 28    Microbiology and Infection Control      4 
NUR 41   Nursing Process and Therapeutic Communication  2 
NUR 42   Fundamental Skills in Nursing        4 
NUR 43   Mental Health Nursing          4 
NUR 44   Nursing of the Adult I          4 
NUR 45   Maternal, Newborn and Women’s Health    4 
NUR 46   Nursing of the Adult II          4 
NUR 47   Pediatric Nursing          4 
NUR 48   Nursing of the Adult III          4 
              Subtotal           34 
Electives 


























ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
BIO 23    Human Anatomy and Physiology I      4 
BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
MTH 13*               Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
                Total     21 
Required Areas of Study 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 








BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area D. 
PSY 11    Introduction to Psychology        3 
                                                                                                           Subtotal       20 
Required Areas of Study 
MTH 13*               Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  4 
 





RAD 12 Radiographic Exposure I           2.5  
RAD 13 Radiographic Procedures I          3 
RAD 14 Recording Media and Processing        1  
RAD 15 Radiographic Anatomy I           2  
RAD 16 Patient Care and Pharmacology in Radiologic Sciences     2.5 
CLE 11 Clinical Radiography Fundamentals        1  
CLE 15 Clinical Radiography I            5  
RAD 22 Radiographic Exposure II          2.5 
RAD 23 Radiographic Procedures II          3 
RAD 24 Radiation Protection            2 
RAD 25 Radiographic Anatomy II           1 
CLE 21 Clinical Radiography II            5  
CLE 31 Clinical Radiography III            1.5 
RAD 32 Imaging Modalities             2  
RAD 33 Radiographic Procedures III and Cross Sectional Anatomy  2  
RAD 34 Radiographic Pathology           2  
CLE 41 Clinical Radiography IV            1  
CLE 45 Clinical Radiography V             0.5 
RAD 42 Radiation Biology            2  
RAD 43 Quality Assessment/Management        1  
RAD 71 Radiation Physics            2  
CLE 51 Clinical Radiography VI            0.5 
CLE 61 Clinical Radiography VII / Senior Seminar       1.5   
              Subtotal  41 
Specialization Requirements† 
RAD 11 Fundamentals of Radiologic Sciences and Health Care    3.5 
RAD 12 Radiographic Exposure I           2.5  
RAD 13 Radiographic Procedures I          3 
RAD 14 Recording Media and Processing        1  
RAD 15 Radiographic Anatomy I           2  
RAD 16 Patient Care and Pharmacology in Radiologic Sciences     2.5  
CLE 11 Clinical Radiography Fundamentals        1  
CLE 15 Clinical Radiography I            5  
RAD 22 Radiographic Exposure II          2.5  
RAD 23 Radiographic Procedures II          3 
RAD 24 Radiation Protection            2 
RAD 25 Radiographic Anatomy II           1 
CLE 21 Clinical Radiography II            5  
CLE 31 Clinical Radiography III            1.5  
RAD 32 Imaging Modalities             2  
RAD 33 Radiographic Procedures III and Cross Sectional Anatomy  2  
RAD 34 Radiographic Pathology           2  
CLE 41 Clinical Radiography IV            1  
CLE 45 Clinical Radiography V             0.5  
RAD 42 Radiation Biology            2  
RAD 43 Quality Assessment/Management        1  
RAD 71 Radiation Physics            2  
CLE 51 Clinical Radiography VI            0.5  
CLE 61 Clinical Radiography VII / Senior Seminar       1.5     
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Section Alii: Changes in Degree Programs
AII1.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Medical Laboratory Technology Program
Program: A.A.S. in Medical Laboratory Technology
Program Code: 00387
Effective: Fall 2013
I From [ To
I Course Description i Course Description
Core Requirements Required Core
ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR A. English Composition
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I 3 ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR
CMS 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication 3 ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I 3
HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World 3 MTH 23 Probability and Statistics 3
MTH 13 Trigonometry and College Algebra 3 C. Life and Physical Sciences
BIO 11 General Biology I 4 BIO 11 General Biology I 4
Total 16 Flexible Core
Required Areas of Study A. World Cultures and Global Issues
ART 10 Art Survey OR HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR
MUS 10 Music Survey 1 HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World 3
BIO 12 General Biology II 4 D. Individual and Society
BIO 22 Medical Terminology 2 COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communications 3
CHM 17 Fundamentals of General Chemistry I 4 E. Scientific World
CHM 18 Fundamentals of General Chemistry II 4 BIO 12 General Biology II 4
MTH 23 Probability and Trigonometry 3 Additional Flexible Core requirement - Area E
PSY11 Introduction to Psychology OR CHM 17 Fundamentals of General Chemistry I 4
SOC 11 Introduction to Sociology 3 Subtotal 24
Total 21 Required Areas of Study
ART 10 Art Survey OR
MUS 10 Music Survey 1
BIO 22 Medical Terminology 2
CHM 18 Fundamentals of General Chemistry II 4
MTH 13 Trigonometry and College Algebra 3
PSY11 Introduction to Psychology OR
SOC11 Introduction to Sociology 3
Subtotal 13
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Specialization Requirements Specialization Requirements
BID 28 Microbiology and Infection Control 4 BID 28 Microbiology and Infection Control 4
BID 44 Diagnostic Microbiology 4 BID 44 Diagnostic Microbiology 4
BID 81 Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology 2 BID 81 Introduction to Medical Laboratory Technology 2
BID 82 Clinical Hematology and Coagulation 4 BID 82 Clinical Hematology and Coagulation 4
BID 83 Clinical Chemistry 4 BID 83 Clinical Chemistry 4
BID 85 Immunology / Serology 2 BID 85 Immunology / Serology 2
BID 86 Immunohematology 3 BID 86 Immunohematology 3
BID 87 Urinalysis and Body Fluids 2 BID 87 Urinalysis and Body Fluids 2
BID 90 Clinical Internship 4 BID 90 Clinical Internship 4
Subtotal 29 Subtotal 29
Total Credits 66 Total Credits 66
RATIONALE: This program change is made to bring the Medical Laboratory Technology AAS degree into compliance with the Pathways Common Core.
This program includes twenty-three (24) credits selected from the Pathways Common Core.
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Section AIII:  Changes in Degree Programs 
 
AIII.1  The following revisions are proposed for Ornamental Horticulture Program 
Program: A.A.S. in Ornamental Horticulture 
Program Code: 83501 
Effective: Fall 2013 
From To 
Course Description Course Description 
Core Requirements 
ENG 10  Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                 3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3       
HIS 10  History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World   3 
PEA   Physical Education (one activity course)   1  
BIO 11  General Biology I     4 
        Total              14 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 10   Art Survey OR  
    MUS 10  Music Survey       1 
BIO 12   General Biology II     4 
CHM 17  Fundamentals of General Chemistry I   4 
BUS 11   Business Mathematics      3 
BUS 51   Business Organization & Management   3 
PSY 11   Introduction to Psychology OR 
    SOC 11 Sociology       3 
       Total            18 
Required Core 
A. English Composition 
ENG 10   Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
    ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I    3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 
BIO 11  General Biology I     4 
Flexible Core 
A. World Cultures and Global Issues 
HIS 10  History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World   3 
D. Individual and Society 
COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communications           3 
E. Scientific World 
BIO 12   General Biology II     4 
Additional Flexible Core Requirement – Area E 
CHM 17  Fundamentals of General Chemistry I   4 
                                                                                                           Subtotal      21 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 10   Art Survey OR  
    MUS 10  Music Survey       1 
BUS 11   Business Mathematics      3 
BUS 51   Business Organization & Management   3 
PSY 11   Introduction to Psychology OR 
    SOC 11 Sociology       3 
PEA   Physical Education (one activity course)   1  
Subtotal   11      
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NYBG Core Requirements* 
BOT 11   Basic Botany      1 
BOT 12   Plant Form and Function    1 
BOT 13   Plant Physiology     1 
BOT 41   Entomology      1 
GAR 11  Horticultural Techniques I    1 
GAR 12  Horticultural Techniques II    1 
GAR 13  Pruning       1 
GAR 21  Soil Science I       1 
GAR 24  Soil Science II      1 
GAR 31  Preparation for Pesticide Applicator Certification 2 
GAR 32  Diseases of Ornamental Plants    1 
Total 12   
Specialization (Select One)  
Commercial Floristry Specialization 
FLO 11   Basic Centerpieces     1 
FLO 12   Holiday Arrangements     1 
FLO 13   Funeral Arrangements     1 
FLO 15   Wedding Flowers     1 
FLO 23   House Plants and Their Care              0.5 
FLO 24   Essential Floral Techniques and Arrangements            0.5 
FLO 25   Basic Floral Business Techniques              0.5 
FLO 26   Intermediate Floral Arrangements             0.5 
FLO 61   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. I    3 
FLO 62   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. II   3 
FLO 63   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. III   3 
GAR 44  Commercial Greenhouse Management   1 
 Total 16    
General Horticulture Specialization 
BOT 61   Woody Plant Identification: Fall Trees & Shrubs  1 
BOT 64   Woody Plant Identification: Spring Trees & Shrubs 1 
GAR 41  Plant Propagation I     1 
GAR 51  Turf & Grounds Maintenance    1 
GAR 81  Plants for Landscaping     1 
HRT 13*  Turf & Grounds Management I    2 
HRT 14*  Arboriculture I      2 
HRT 15*  Perennials & Flower Borders I    2 
HRT 16*  Greenhouse Operations I    2 
HRT 17**  Horticulture Field Exp. Electives    1 
LND 11   Landscape Design Theory    1 
NYBG Core Requirements* 
BOT 11   Basic Botany      1 
BOT 12   Plant Form and Function    1 
BOT 13   Plant Physiology     1 
BOT 41   Entomology      1 
GAR 11  Horticultural Techniques I    1 
GAR 12  Horticultural Techniques II    1 
GAR 13  Pruning       1 
GAR 21  Soil Science I       1 
GAR 24  Soil Science II      1 
GAR 31  Preparation for Pesticide Applicator Certification 2 
GAR 32  Diseases of Ornamental Plants    1 
Total 12   
Specialization (Select One)  
Commercial Floristry Specialization 
FLO 11   Basic Centerpieces     1 
FLO 12   Holiday Arrangements     1 
FLO 13   Funeral Arrangements     1 
FLO 15   Wedding Flowers     1 
FLO 23   House Plants and Their Care              0.5 
FLO 24   Essential Floral Techniques and Arrangements            0.5 
FLO 25   Basic Floral Business Techniques              0.5 
FLO 26   Intermediate Floral Arrangements             0.5 
FLO 61   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. I    3 
FLO 62   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. II   3 
FLO 63   Commercial Floristry Field Exp. III   3 
GAR 44  Commercial Greenhouse Management   1 
 Total 16    
General Horticulture Specialization 
BOT 61   Woody Plant Identification: Fall Trees & Shrubs  1 
BOT 64   Woody Plant Identification: Spring Trees & Shrubs 1 
GAR 41  Plant Propagation I     1 
GAR 51  Turf & Grounds Maintenance    1 
GAR 81  Plants for Landscaping     1 
HRT 13*  Turf & Grounds Management I    2 
HRT 14*  Arboriculture I      2 
HRT 15*  Perennials & Flower Borders I    2 
HRT 16*  Greenhouse Operations I    2 
HRT 17**  Horticulture Field Exp. Electives    1 
LND 11   Landscape Design Theory    1 
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LND 12   Graphics       1 
Total 16  
Total Specialization Requirements 32 
LND 12   Graphics       1 
Total 16  
Total Specialization Requirements 32 
Total Credits 60                                                                                                      Total Credits       60 
* These core and specialization requirements are given at the New York 
Botanical Garden.  
**To be chosen from Horticulture with approval of department. 
* These core and specialization requirements are given at the New York 
Botanical Garden.  
**To be chosen from Horticulture with approval of department. 
  
RATIONALE: This program change is made to bring the Ornamental Horticulture AAS degree into compliance with the Pathways Common Core.  This 
program includes twenty-one (21) credits selected from the Pathways Common Core. 
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ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 112  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
MTH   13             Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course OR 
    WFA 10  Workplace First Aid          1 
CHM 11  General Chemistry I OR 
    CHM 17  Fundamentals of General Chemistry I      4 
                Total     16 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 
    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
PHY 21    Physics for Engineering Technology I      4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
ENG 12   Composition and Rhetoric II        3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 
CHM 11  General Chemistry I OR 




     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
B. US Experience in its Diversity or C. Creative Expression 




PHY 11    College Physics I          4 
                                                                                                           Subtotal       23 
Required Areas of Study 
MTH 13               Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course OR 
    WFA 10  Workplace First Aid          1 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 
    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  7 





ACS 104   Introduction to Automotive Technology     1 
ACS 11    Engine Repair            4 
ACS 12    Brake Systems            3 
ACS 13    Engine Performance          3 
ACS 14    Manual Drive Tran and Axles        3 
ACS 21    Steering and Suspension Systems      3 
ACS 22    Automatic Transmission and Transaxle      4 
ACS 23    Heating and Air‐Conditioning        3 
ACS 24    Electrical Systems          3 
ACS 35    Alternate Fuel Systems OR 
    ACS 45  Diesel Technology          3 
                                                                                                          Subtotal  30 
Specialization Requirements 
ACS 10    Introduction to Automotive Technology     1 
ACS 11    Engine Repair            4 
ACS 12    Brake Systems            3 
ACS 13    Engine Performance          3 
ACS 14    Manual Drive Tran and Axles        3 
ACS 21    Steering and Suspension Systems      3 
ACS 22    Automatic Transmission and Transaxle      4 
ACS 23    Heating and Air‐Conditioning        3 
ACS 24    Electrical Systems          3 
ACS 35    Alternate Fuel Systems OR 



































ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
MTH 13*            Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
                Total     13 
Required Areas of Study 
ENG 23   Scientific and Technical Writing        3 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 
    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
MTH 14  College Algebra & Introduction to Calculus    3 
MTH 15  Calculus            3 
PHY 21**  Physics for Engineering Technology I      4 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
ENG 12   Composition and Rhetoric II        3 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 
MTH 30  Pre‐Calculus Mathematics        4 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 












    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
MTH 31               Calculus and Analytical Geometry I      4 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
Free elective                1 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  7 
 




ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
ELC 18    Computer Programming for Engineering Technology  2 
ELC 21    AC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 25    Electronics I            4 
ELC 35    Electronics II            4 
ELC 51    Electronics Controls          3 
ELC 81    Electronics Communications        4 
ELC 94    Laser and Fiber Optic Communications      4 
ELC 96    Digital Systems I          4 
                                                                                                          Subtotal  35 
Specialization Requirements 
ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
ELC 18    Computer Programming for Engineering Technology  2 
ELC 21    AC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 25    Electronics I            4 
ELC 35    Electronics II            4 
ELC 51    Electronics Controls          3 
ELC 81    Electronics Communications        4 
ELC 94    Laser and Fiber Optic Communications      4 


























ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
MTH 13*  Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PHY 21    Physics for Engineering Technology I      4 
ECO 11    Microeconomics OR 
    ECO 12  Macroeconomics          3 
OCD 01   Orientation and Career Development      0 
                Total     19 
Required Areas of Study 
MTH 23 *  Probability and Statistics        3 
BUS 10    Introduction to Business OR 
    BUS 51  Business Organization and Management    3 
ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis                                4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
CMS 12   Voice and Diction : Business and Professional Speech  2 
ENG 23   Scientific and Technical Writing        3 
ENV 11    Introduction to Environmental Health OR 
    CHM 11  General College Chemistry I        4 
Restricted Elective**              1 




    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
ENG 12   Composition and Rhetoric II        3 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 
MTH 23  Probability and Statistics        3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 













    BUS 51  Business Organization and Management    3 
CMS 12   Voice and Diction : Business and Professional Speech  2 
ECO 11    Microeconomics OR 
    ECO 12  Macroeconomics          3 
ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis                                4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
MTH 13  Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
Restricted Elective**              1 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  18 





EST 11    Introduction to Energy Technology      2 
EST 15    Energy Economics          3 
EST 21    Energy Analysis of Mechanical and Electrical  
    Equipment            2 
EST 31    Building Systems I          3 
EST 32    Building Systems II          3 
EST 41    Principles of Energy Management I      3 
EST 42    Principles of Energy Management I      3 
              Subtotal  19 
Specialization Requirements 
EST 11    Introduction to Energy Technology      2 
EST 15    Energy Economics          3 
EST 21    Energy Analysis of Mechanical and Electrical  
    Equipment            2 
EST 31    Building Systems I          3 
EST 32    Building Systems II          3 
EST 41    Principles of Energy Management I      3 

























ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
OCD 01   Orientation and Career Development      0 
MTH 30  Pre‐Calculus Mathematics        4 
BIO 23    Human Anatomy and Physiology I      4 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
                Total     17 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 
    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
CHM 17  Fundamentals of General Chemistry I      4 
BIO 22    Medical Terminology          2 
LAW 45   Medical Law            3 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 
MTH 30  Pre‐Calculus Mathematics        4 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 








BIO 24    Human Anatomy and Physiology II      4 
Additional Flexible Core course 





    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
BIO 22    Medical Terminology          2 
LAW 45   Medical Law            3 
PHY 24    Principles of General Physics        4 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  10 
 




NMT 78*  EKG – Interpretation and Techniques      2 
NMT 79*  Phlebotomy            2 
NMT 71  Nuclear Medicine Laboratory        1 
NMT 81  Orientation to Nuclear Medicine      3 
NMT 82  Radio‐Pharmaceutical Chemistry      3 
NMT 83*  Radiation Physics and Dosimetry      3 
NMT 84  Radiation Biology          2 
NMT 85*  Nuclear Medicine Procedures        2 
NMT 86  Didactic Nuclear Medicine        1 
NMT 87*  Clinical Nuclear Medicine I        3 
NMT 88  Senior NMT Seminar          3 
NMT 90*  Clinical Nuclear Medicine II        3 
              Subtotal  28 
Specialization Requirements 
NMT 78*  EKG – Interpretation and Techniques      2 
NMT 79*  Phlebotomy            2 
NMT 71  Nuclear Medicine Laboratory        1 
NMT 81  Orientation to Nuclear Medicine      3 
NMT 82  Radio‐Pharmaceutical Chemistry      3 
NMT 83*  Radiation Physics and Dosimetry      3 
NMT 84  Radiation Biology          2 
NMT 85*  Nuclear Medicine Procedures        2 
NMT 86  Didactic Nuclear Medicine        1 
NMT 87*  Clinical Nuclear Medicine I        3 
NMT 88  Senior NMT Seminar          3 
NMT 90*  Clinical Nuclear Medicine II        3 































ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
MTH 13*  Trigonometry and College Algebra      3 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
                Total     13 
Required Areas of Study 
ENG 23   Scientific and Technical Writing        3 
MTH 14  College Algebra & Introduction to Calculus    3 
MTH 15  Calculus            3 
PHY 21**  Physics for Engineering Technology I      4 
PHY 22**  Physics for Engineering Technology II      4 
ART 10    Art Survey OR 





    ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I        3 
ENG 12   Composition and Rhetoric II        3 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 
MTH 30  Pre‐Calculus Mathematics        4 
C. Life and Physical Sciences 












    MUS 10  Music Survey            1 
MTH 31               Calculus and Analytical Geometry I      4 
PEA    Physical Education activity course      1 
Free elective                1 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  7 
 




ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
ELC 21    AC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 25    Electronics I            4 
ELC 96    Digital Systems I          4 
TEC 11    Voice Communications          4 
TEC 21    Data Communications          4 
TEC 31    Local Area Networks          4 
TEC 41    Advanced Topics in Telecommunications    4 
                                                                                                          Subtotal  34 
Specialization Requirements 
ELC 11    DC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 15    Computer Applications in Technology      2 
ELC 21    AC Circuit Analysis          4 
ELC 25    Electronics I            4 
ELC 96    Digital Systems I          4 
TEC 11    Voice Communications          4 
TEC 21    Data Communications          4 
TEC 31    Local Area Networks          4 


























































A.  English Composition            6
B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3
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Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs 
 
AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Media Studies Program:   
Program:  A.A. Liberal Arts and Sciences -- Media Studies Option 
Program Code:  500800 
Hegis Code:  81071 
Proposed Changes: To conform to new CUNY Pathways Program. 
 
From To 
Course    Description                                                                     Crs Course    Description                                                                      Crs 
Core Requirements 
 
ENG  10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                                            3 
ENG 12 Composition and Rhetoric II                                           3 
CMS  11 Fundamentals of Inter. Communication                        3               
HIS  10  History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World                                     3 
MTH 21 Survey of Mathematics I OR 
MTH 22 Survey of Mathematics II OR 
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics OR 
MTH 26 Mathematics in the Modern World                                 3 
PEA2 Physical Education OR  
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health                                               1-2    
SCI Choose two laboratory science courses from  
       Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, 
      Environmental Science or Physics                                        8        
                                                    Subtotal                           24-25 
 
Required Areas of Study 
 
ART 11 Introduction to Art                                                           3 
MUS 11 Introduction to Music                                                      3 
HIS 20 The American Nation                                                       3 
Modern Language**                                                                     8 
SOC SCI Choose from Anthropology, Economics, 
                Geography, Philosophy, Political Science, 
                 Psychology and Sociology                                          6 
 
       Subtotal                              23                 
 
Total for core requirements and required areas               47-48 
 
Required Core  
 
A. English Composition1      6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning2   3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences3              3-4 
   Subtotal        12-13 
 
Flexible Core—	  
A. World Cultures and Global Issues    3                              
A. B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity    3 
B. C. Creative Expression      3 
C. D. Individual and Society     3 
D. E. Scientific World      3 
F Select ONE Course from Area A                                         3 
                                                       Subtotal             18                                                                                       
 
Required	  Areas	  of	  Study	  	  
Note:	  Students	  will	  complete	  a	  minimum	  of	  six	  credits	  of	  these	  requirements	  
within	  the	  Flexible	  Core.	  Transfer	  students	  who	  have	  completed	  Common	  
Core	  requirements	  at	  a	  previous	  institution	  will	  not	  be	  required	  to	  complete	  
credits	  in	  excess	  of	  the	  60	  credit	  requirement.	  
 
ART	  11	  or	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Introduction	  to	  Art	  OR	  
ART	  12	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Introduction	  to	  Art	  History:	  	  Africa,	  the	  Americas,	  Asia	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  the	  Middle	  East	  OR	  
MUS	  11	  or	  	  	  	  	  	  Introduction	  to	  Music	  OR	  
MUS	  12	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Introduction	  to	  World	  Music	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
COMM	  11	  	  	  	  	  Fundamentals	  of	  Interpersonal	  Communication	  OR	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Select	  ONE	  from	  COMM	  or	  THEA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
ENG4	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  English	  Elective	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
HIS	  10	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  History	  of	  the	  Modern	  World	  OR	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Specialization Requirements 
 
ENG 15 Written Composition & Drama                                        3 
CMS 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening                           3 
CMS 60 Introduction to Mass Communication                             3 
CMS 61*** History and Theatre of Film                                       3 
                                        
                                                                Subtotal             12 
 
Free Electives 
XXX Free Elective to complete 60 credits                                 0-1 
     
                                                                                     
 
                                                    Total credits required              60 
 
Note: At least two courses must be taken from a list designated as 
“Writing Intensive as published each semester in the Registration 
Guide and Schedule of Classes. 
 
* Students may substitute MTH 30 or 31 if they reduce elective credits 
 
** Choose from a foreign language at the appropriate level. Both courses must 
be in the same language. 
 
*** CMT 51 or CMT 53 may be substituted for CMS 61 depending on the 
requirements of the receiving four-year college. 
 
HIS	  11	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Introduction	  to	  the	  Modern	  World	  OR	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Select	  ONE	  from	  GEO,	  PHL	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
MOD	  LAN5	  	  	  	  	  Select	  one	  course	  from	  FRN,	  ITL,	  POR,	  or	  SPN	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
SOC	  SCI	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Select	  one	  course	  from	  ANT,	  ECO,	  POL,	  PSY,	  SOC	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐3	  
PEA	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Physical	  Education	  OR	  
HLT	  91	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Critical	  Issues	  in	  Health	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1-­‐2	  
LAB6	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lab	  Science	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  0-­‐	  1	  
	   	  	  	  	  Free	  Electives7	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3-­‐13	  
 
Specialization Requirements 
FILM 61  Introduction to Film                                                         0-3 
FILM 91  World Cinema                                                                 0-3                               
MEST 60 Introduction to Mass Communication                             0-3 
MEST 96  Television, Society, and the Individual                          0-3                               
                                                            Subtotal            0-12 
     
Subtotal                                                                                          30 
 
                                                 Total credits required   60 
 
 
1ENG 10/11 plus one course from ENG 12, 14, 15, and 16.  It is 
recommended that students choose ENG 15. 
2
	  MTH 23 is recommended in Required Core B 
3 Students who selects a three-credit course in this area must select 
an appropriate lab course to match the lecture course. 
4 Select from any ENG course above ENG 16 with the exception of 
ENG 23. 
5 Select from any Modern Language listed above at appropriate level 
with the exception of ITL 23.  Students who have passed two years of 
a Modern Language in high school are exempt from this requirement 
and may take additional free elective credits. 
6 This requirement is satisfied if a student takes a 4-credit STEM 
variant course in Required Area C 
7 It is recommended that students use free elective credits to take 





















Re             1 











  ENG 11   position and Rhetoric I       
NG 23   tific and Technical Writing***      3 
S 10     History of the Modern World OR  




BI Gen   4 
BI Gen   4 
C  
D
































CD 01   ntation and Career Development       0 A. World Cult
              Total   17  HIS10 o HIS 
equired Are udy 
O 11     eral Biology I         or 
O 12     eral Biology II       
HM 18   Fundamentals of General Chemistry II      4





TH 23   ability & Statistics**        3 
l
BIO 11    
HY 11            ge Physics I          4      
4  
   







robability & ics*                     3 
C. d Ph al Sciences 








undamentals of General Chemistry II#      4 
le Core Requirement – Area E. 
eneral Biology I          4 




eneral Biolo           4 





cientific and Technical Writing**      3 
Orientation  eer Development                    0     
MTH 13   Trigonometry & College Algebra*      3 
      4 PHY 11   
Restricted Elec
ollege Physics I   
e***              1   
         Subtotal           17 
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2 
Specialization Requirements 














NV 12    onmental & Occupational Regulations    4 ENV 
NV 23    onmental Toxicology        3  ENV 23  
NV 31    r Chemistry and Pollution        4 
NV 32    spheric Chemistry and Pollution      4      
ENV 31   
ENV 32   
            Subtotal  19     
Introduction to Environmental Health
nvironment cupational Regulations    4
nvironment ology        3
Water Chem d Pollution        4
tmospheric try and Pollution      4   
        Subtotal           19   
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                                                        4
NG 10   amentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR  CHM 11          
ENG 11  position and Rhetoric I                    3   Flexible Core 
tS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
  HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
A. World Cul
HIS 10 or HIS
TH 13**     igonometry and College Algebra      3 
   O ntation and Career Development  COMM11 or 
               
equired Area udy 
# CHM 12         O 12    General Biology II          4 
HM 22  General Chemistry II with Qualitative Analysis    5 
HM 31  ic Chemistry I          5 
HM 32  Organic Chemistry II          5 
NG 23   Scientific and Tec
AlgebTH 14**  ra and Introduction to Calculus      3 
































rt Survey             
eneral Biology II                                                                       4 
rganic Chemistry I                       5 CHM
CHM 32  rganic Chemistry II              
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4 
Specialization Requirements 























HM 37  titative Instrumental Analysis      4  CHM 37 
C  HM 38  puter Applications in Chemistry      2 
6
HM 38




  CHM 40  Pharmaceutical and Chemical Technology    3      CHM 40 
  PMT 41  maceutical Chemistry        3      PM  
  PMT 42  maceutical Product Preparation      3      PMT 42 
  PMT 43  maceutical Laws and Regulations      2 
1
    PMT 43 




Quantitativ mental Analysis      4 
omputer  ons in Chemistry      2 
##es               5‐6 
oundation armaceutical Process Technology  3 
harmaceutical and Chemical Technology    3 
harmaceutica mistry        3 
harmaceutica duct Preparation      3 
harmaceutic s and Regulations      2 
 (to complete edit requirement)      1‐2 
                                                                                                              Subtotal  15 
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PART A: ACADEMIC MATTERS 
 
Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs 
AIII.1 Proposed revisions for the A.A.S. in Digital Arts, Graphic Design and Web Design Option  
Program Code: 87112 
Hegis Code: 5012 
From  To  




 ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric I OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I      3 
 ENG Elective        3 
 CMS 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication   3 
 HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World     3 
 MTH 12 Introduction to Mathematical Thought OR 
MTH 21 Survey of Mathematics I OR 
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics      3 
 PEA Physical Education activity course OR 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health             1-2 
 SCI* Any laboratory science       4 
Subtotal: 20-21 
 
Required Areas of Study 
 
 ART 11 Introduction to Art       3 
 Humanities Elective               3-4 










A - English Composition 
 ENG 10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I     3 
 ENG 12, ENG 14, ENG 15 OR ENG 16    3 
B - Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning 
MTH 21 Survey of Mathematics I OR 
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics     3 
C - Life and Physical Science 




A - World Cultures and Global Issues 
 HIS 10 History of the Modern World OR 
 HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World    3 
C - Creative Expression 
 ART 11 Introduction to Art      3 
D - Individual and Society 
 COMM 11 Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication  3 
A-D - Select one from Flexible Core A, B, C, or D. 











 ART 15 Design Basics      2 
 ART 21 Drawing       2 
 ART 22 Painting       2 
 ART 55 Modern Art       3 
 ART 56 Graphic and Digital Design History    3 
 ART 72 Digital Photography      2 
 ART 79 Typographic Design      2 
 ART 82 Illustration       2 
 ART 84 Digital Imaging      2 
 ART 86 Digital Illustration      2 
 ART 87 Web Design       2 
_________________________________________________________ 
Subtotal: 24
Graphic Design Option Requirements 
 ART 81 Typography and Layout     2 
 ART 89 Publication Design                 2 
 ART 90 Graphic Design Project     2 
 ART 91 Design Portfolio OR       
ART 32 Printmaking OR 
ART 41 Ceramics OR       
 ART 95 Intro to 3D Graphics and Animation    2 
      _________________________________________________________ 
Subtotal: 8
 
Web Design Option Requirements 
 ART 88 Web Animation      2 
 ART 93 Web Design Project                 2 
 MUS 13 Sound Design      2 
 ART 97 Web Portfolio OR       
ART 32 Printmaking OR 
ART 41 Ceramics OR       
 
Required Areas of Study 
 
 PEA Physical Education activity course  OR 
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health           1-2 
 Lab Credit                       0-1 
 Free Elective                        1-3 
Subtotal: 4 
Specialization Requirements 
 ART 15 Design Basics      2 
 ART 21 Drawing       2 
 ART 22 Painting       2 
 ART 55 Modern Art       3 
 ART 56 Graphic and Digital Design History    3 
 ART 72 Digital Photography      2 
 ART 79 Typographic Design      2 
 ART 81 Typography and Layout     2 
 ART 82 Illustration       2 
 ART 84 Digital Imaging      2 
 ART 86 Digital Illustration      2 
 ART 87 Web Design       2 
Subtotal: 24 
Degree Options - Student must choose an option to graduate: 
Graphic Design  
Web Design                                                                                                 8 
                                                                                          Total Credits    60 
Graphic Design Option Requirements 
 ART 81 Typography and Layout     2 
 ART 89 Publication Design                 2 
 ART 90 Graphic Design Project     2 
 ART 91 Design Portfolio or ART 32, or ART 41, or ART 95  2 
  Subtotal: 8 
 
Web Design Option Requirements 
 ART 88 Web Animation      2 
 ART 93 Web Design Project                 2 
 MUS 13 Sound Design      2 
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 3 
 ART 95 Intro to 3D Graphics and Animation    2 
      _________________________________________________________ 
Subtotal: 8
 ART 97 Web Portfolio  or ART 32, or ART 41, or ART 95  2 
Subtotal: 8 
  
Rational: The program was revised to better fit within the CUNY Pathways Common Core requirements, with 24 credits from the Required and Flexible Core. 
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Section AIII: Changes in Degree Programs 
 
AIII.1 The following revisions are proposed for the Speech Pathology   
Program:  A.A. Liberal Arts and Sciences-Speech Pathology Option  
Program Code:  00379 
Hegis Code:  5649 (937) 
Proposed Changes: To conform to new CUNY Pathways Program. 
 
From To 
Course    Description                                                                     Crs Course    Description                                                                      Crs 
Core Requirements 
 
ENG  10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                                            3 
ENG 12 Composition and Rhetoric II                                           3 
CMS  11 Fundamentals of Inter. Communication                        3               
HIS  10  History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World                                     3 
MTH 21 Survey of Mathematics I OR 
MTH 22 Survey of Mathematics II OR 
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics OR 
MTH 26 Mathematics in the Modern World                                 3 
PEA
2
 Physical Education OR  
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health                                               1-2    
SCI Choose two laboratory science courses from  
       Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, 
      Environmental Science or Physics                                        8        
                                                    Subtotal                           24-25 
 
Required Areas of Study 
 
ART 11 Introduction to Art                                                           3 
MUS 11 Introduction to Music                                                      3 
HIS 20 The American Nation                                                       3 
Modern Language**                                                                     8 
SOC SCI Choose from Anthropology, Economics, 
                Geography, Philosophy, Political Science, 
                 Psychology and Sociology                                          6 
 
       Subtotal                              23                 
 
Total for core requirements and required areas               47-48 
 




      6 
B. Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
2
   3 
C. Life and Physical Sciences
3
              3-4 
   Subtotal        12-13 
 
Flexible Core— 
A. World Cultures and Global Issues    3                              
A. B. U.S. Experience in its Diversity    3 
B. C. Creative Expression      3 
C. D. Individual and Society     3 
D. E. Scientific World      3 
F Select ONE Course from Area A                                         3 
                                                       Subtotal             18                                                                                       
 
Required Areas of Study  
Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these requirements 
within the Flexible Core. Transfer students who have completed Common 
Core requirements at a previous institution will not be required to complete 
credits in excess of the 60 credit requirement. 
 
ART 11 or        Introduction to Art OR 
ART 12             Introduction to Art History:  Africa, the Americas, Asia 
                         and the Middle East OR 
MUS 11 or      Introduction to Music OR 
MUS 12          Introduction to World Music                                                  0-3 
COMM 11     Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication OR 
                    Select ONE from MEST, FILM or THEA                                  0-3 
ENG
4
               English Elective                                                                          0-3 
HIS 10            History of the Modern World OR 
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Specialization Requirements 
 
ENG 15 Written Composition & Drama                                        3 
CMS 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening                           3 
CMS 60 Introduction to Mass Communication                             3 
CMS 61*** History and Theatre of Film                                       3 
                                        
                                                                Subtotal             12 
 
Free Electives 
XXX Free Elective to complete 60 credits                                 0-1 
     
                                                                                     
 
                                                    Total credits required              60 
 
Note: At least two courses must be taken from a list designated as 
“Writing Intensive as published each semester in the Registration 
Guide and Schedule of Classes. 
 
* Students may substitute MTH 30 or 31 if they reduce elective credits 
 
** Choose from a foreign language at the appropriate level. Both courses must 
be in the same language. 
 
*** CMT 51 or CMT 53 may be substituted for CMS 61 depending on the 
requirements of the receiving four-year college. 
 
HIS 11            Introduction to the Modern World OR 
                        Select ONE from GEO, PHL                                                      0-3 
MOD LAN
5
     Select one course from FRN, ITL, POR, or SPN                     0-3 
SOC SCI
6
         Select one course from ANT, ECO, POL, PSY, SOC               0-3 
PEA or        Physical Education 
HLT 91        Critical Issues in Health                                                                1-2 
LAB
7
            Lab Science                                                                                    0- 1 
     Free Electives
8 
                                                                             3-16 
 
Specialization Requirements 
BIO 21 The Human Body                                                              0-4 
COMM 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening                         0-3 
COMM 41 The Theory of Language Development                          3 
COMM 42 Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech Mechanism      3        
                                                            Subtotal            6-13 
     
Subtotal                                                                                          30 
 
                                                 Total credits required   60 
 
1
ENG 10/11 plus one course from ENG 12, 14, 15, and 16 
2
MTH 23 is recommended in Required Core B 
3
BIO 21 is recommended in ‘Required Core C. 
4
Select from any ENG course above ENG 16 with the exception of 
ENG 23. 
5
Select from any Modern Language listed above at appropriate level 
with the exception of ITL 23.  Students who have passed two years of 
a Modern Language in high school are exempt from this requirement 
and may take additional free elective credits. 
6
It is recommended that students take PSY 11 in this area. 
7
This requirement is satisfied if a student takes a 4-credit STEM 
variant course in Required Area C.  Bio 21 is recommended. 
8
Select additional free electives in consultation with Speech 
Pathology advisor.  PSY 11 is recommended for students who have 












ENG  10 Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR 
ENG 11 Composition and Rhetoric I                                            3 
ENG 12 Composition and Rhetoric II                                           3 
CMS  11 Fundamentals of Inter. Communication                        3               
HIS  10  History of the Modern World OR 
HIS 11 Introduction to the Modern World                                     3 
MTH 21 Survey of Mathematics I OR 
MTH 22 Survey of Mathematics II OR 
MTH 23 Probability and Statistics OR 
MTH 26 Mathematics in the Modern World                                 3 
PEA2 Physical Education OR  
HLT 91 Critical Issues in Health                                               1-2    
SCI Choose two laboratory science courses from  
       Astronomy, Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, 
      Environmental Science or Physics                                        8        
                                                    Subtotal                           24-25 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 11 Introduction to Art                                                           3 
MUS 11 Introduction to Music                                                      3 
CMS 20 Public Speaking and Critical Listening                           3 
ENG      English Elective                                                              3 
HIS 20   The American Experience                                             3 
Modern Language**                                                                     8 
       Subtotal                              23                 
 










A.  English Composition            6 
B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3 






























               Modern Language                   0‐6 







































A.  English Composition            6 
B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3 





















































































































ENG 10 or        Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR  A.  English Composition            6 






MTH 21            Survey of Mathematics I   OR    B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3 
MTH 22             Survey of Mathematics II    OR 





SCI             Two Lab Science from AST, BIO, CHM, ENV, ESE, OR PHY  8  C.  Life and Physical Sciences                  3‐4 
   



















Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these requirements within the 
Flexible Core. Transfer students who have complete Common Core requirements at a 












































ENG 10 or        Fundamentals of Composition and Rhetoric OR  A.  English Composition            6 






MTH 21            Survey of Mathematics I   OR    B.  Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning      3 
MTH 22             Survey of Mathematics II    OR 





SCI             Two Lab Science from AST, BIO, CHM, ENV, ESE, OR PHY  8  C.  Life and Physical Sciences                  3‐4 
   





















Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these requirements within the 
Flexible Core. Transfer students who have complete Common Core requirements at a 
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Note: Students will complete a minimum of six credits of these requirements within the 
Flexible Core. Transfer students who have complete Common Core requirements at a 




























































ENG 11  Composition and Rhetoric I                    3 
CMS 11               Fundamentals of Interpersonal Communication                3      
HIS 10    History of the Modern World OR 
     HIS 11  Introduction to the Modern World      3 
MTH 12*  Introduction to Mathematical Thought OR 
    MTH 21  Survey of Mathematics OR 
    MTH 23  Probability and Statistics        3 
BIO 21     The Human Body          4 
                Total     16 
Required Areas of Study 
ART 11    Introduction to Art OR 




    ENG 16  Written Composition and Poetry      3 
SOC 11    Introduction to Sociology        3 
PSY 11    Introduction to Psychology        3 
POL 11    American National Government       3 
HLT 91    Critical Issues in Health          2 



















SOC 11    Introduction to Sociology        3 
B. US Experience in its Diversity 
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2 
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D. Individual and Society 
PSY 11    Introduction to Psychology        3 
Additional Flexible Core requirement – Area A 
HIS 10 or    History of the Modern World OR 






HLT 91    Critical Issues in Health          2 
                                                                                                           Subtotal  5 
Specialization Requirements 
HSC 10    Human Services and Social Welfare Institutions    3 
HSC 11    Case Management          3 
HSC 12    Human Services Skills and Methods      3 
HSC 91    Fieldwork and Seminar in Human Services I    3 
HSC 92    Fieldwork and Seminar in Human Services II    3 
SOC 35    Introduction to Social Work        3 
SOC 37    Social Inequity            3 
PSY 31    Abnormal Psychology          3 
PSY 40    Life Span Development          3 
              Subtotal              27 
Specialization Requirements 
HSC 10    Human Services and Social Welfare Institutions             0‐3 
HSC 11    Case Management          3 
HSC 12    Human Services Skills and Methods      3 
HSC 91    Fieldwork and Seminar in Human Services I    3 
HSC 92    Fieldwork and Seminar in Human Services II    3 
SOC 35    Introduction to Social Work        3 
SOC 37    Social Inequity            3 
PSY 31    Abnormal Psychology          3 
PSY 40    Life Span Development          3 
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AIV.1   (EXPERIMENTAL) 
    
Department(s) English 
Career [x] Undergraduate  [ ] Graduate   
Academic Level [ x ] Regular  [   ] Compensatory  [   ] Developmental  [   ] Remedial    
Subject Area ENG 
Course Number 223X 
Course Title Technical Writing 
Catalogue Description Study and practice of various types of writing in technical disciplines, including progress reports, technical 
proposals and documents such as memoranda and letters.    
Pre/ Co Requisites ENG 11 
Credits 3 
Contact Hours 3 rec 
Liberal Arts [x  ] Yes  [   ] No   






_x__ Not Applicable 
____ Required                                              ___ Flexible                                       
____ English Composition              ____ World Cultures                      
____ Mathematics                            ____ US Experience in its Diversity 
____ Science                                      ____ Creative Expression 
                                                           _____Individual and Society 
                                                          _____Scientific World                      
 
Rationale:  The Department of English can no longer offer ENG 23 which was a 3 credit/ 4 hour course. 
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